
AFS-USA is a nonprofit organization that provides international education opportunities to foster a more 
just and peaceful world through intercultural understanding and global competence. In partnership with 
over 50 organizations in the AFS network worldwide, AFS-USA both sends U.S. students abroad and hosts 
exchange students from other countries.

The AFS Family represents the full spectrum of diversity in the U.S.  We are dedicated to providing 
experiences that include individuals from all backgrounds, such as persons with disabilities and those 
representing all gender identities and expressions, orientations, sexes, nationalities, races, religions, and 
socioeconomic statuses.

Supporting LGBTQ+ Students Pride Scholarship
Each year AFS awards 8 scholarships of up 
to $4,000 each to LGBTQ+ students
Learn more at AFSUSA.org/studyabroad

Resources for LGBTQ+ Students
and their Families

AFS-USA and Diversity:
afsusa.org/diversity

AFS Queer Exchange on Instagram: 
@queerexchange

International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans 
and Intersex Association:
ilga.org

The Ultimate Travel Advice for LGBT Study 
Abroad via GoAbroad.com

National Center for Transgender Equality: 
transequality.org

Diversity Abroad: diversityabroad.com

AFS-USA recognizes that LGBTQ+ students
face unique challenges when contemplating 
study abroad. 

• Our AFS Study Abroad Specialists help 
   students navigate and understand the
   cultural norms and realities of our 50+
   destinations to find a program that best 
   meets their needs and interests.
 • Additionally, we provide context and
   resources to help students safely navigate 
   their LGBTQ+ identities while living in their 
   host culture. 
• We can connect students with fellow
   LGBTQ+ participants on current and past
   AFS programs.
• We work with our international partners, staff,  
   and volunteers to connect students with local 
   LGBTQ+ organizations in their host country.

AFS-USA looks to support our LGBTQ+ students 
in every way possible- this includes concerns 
specific to the trans and gender expansive 
community, such as access to hormones, 
pronouns, school uniforms, and so on.
 

“Yes, my identity as agender has affected my experience quite a bit. It has been difficult to explain to 
people in a different language, because Dutch doesn't have any gender neutral pronouns, unlike 
English. I am lucky enough to find myself surrounded by a very accepting group of people, which is nice. 
I have also been able to help one of my friends with their identity, as I have a little bit more experience. 
Overall, it has been a challenge, but I wouldn't have it any other way.”

Phoenix J., AFS Exchange Student, U.S. to the Netherlands,’18-’19

Contact us at:  1-800-AFS-INFO • lgbtqexchange@afsusa.org • afsusa.org



Supporting LGBTQ+ Host Families

Other AFS LGBTQ+ Initiatives
• The AFS-USA LGBTQ+ Exchange: 
   working group of AFS-USA staff who 
   create and implement projects to make 
   AFS-USA a more open, inclusive, and 
   equitable organization for the LGBTQ+ 
   community.
• Queer Exchange, or Queer Tausch in 
   German, was founded by AFS Germany to 
   foster awareness, safety, and inclusion for 
   the LGTBQ+ community. With major 
   volunteer engagement, Queer Exchange is 
   gradually expanding through the entire 
   AFS network by helping other country 
   partners learn and get involved.

While each AFS host family is unique, we know 
that LGBTQ+ families may have specific 
questions and concerns when considering 
hosting a student. 

• We invite, welcome, and work with people 
   who identify as LGBTQ+ to become AFS
   volunteer host parents for an international   
   exchange student in the U.S.
• With approximately 4,400 volunteers nation
   wide, our local volunteer liaisons are at the 
   heart of our mission, serving host families and 
   exchange students through monthly 
   check-ins and additional support as needed.
• All host families receive intercultural training, 
   orientations, and other resources to help 
   facilitate a successful hosting experience and 
   a long-lasting relationship with their 
   exchange student.

Learn more at AFSUSA.org/hosting

(continued from other side)

Supporting LGBTQ+ Volunteers
We encourage all members of the LGBTQ+   
community to become one of the 40,000 
volunteers worldwide that help promote the 
AFS mission in their own neighborhoods.

• AFS offers a variety of volunteer roles that 
   allow you to get involved locally. You can 
   engage in meaningful work that matches 
   your skills, interests, and schedule.
• As a volunteer you can support international 
   students hosted in the United States, liaise 
   with schools and local community
   organizations, interview U.S. students
   interested in going abroad, organize local 
   orientations, and much more.
• Collaborate with your local Diversity and 
  Inclusion Coordinator to incorporate diversity 
  and education into local trainings,
  orientations, and programs.
• As a volunteer you can join the AFS-USA    
  LGBTQ+ Exchange to help move our mission  
  forward to make AFS experience possible for 
  everyone. 

Learn more at AFSUSA.org/volunteer

Contact us at:  1-800-AFS-INFO • lgbtqexchange@afsusa.org • afsusa.org

"Hosting exchange students gave me and 
my partner the opportunity to experience 
the joys and the challenges of being a
parent - experiences we had long assumed 
we'd never have. Parenting is sometimes a 
tough job, but it results in a new depth of 
skill and knowledge and, of course, lifelong
memories. We've since met the parents of all 
of the students we've hosted, and it was fun 
to compare notes on "our" children." 

The Freitas-Harmon family, host parents 
for five students


